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1760 | MULTI PURPOSE ACTIVE SPORT DUFFEL
600-denier polyester with durable PVC backing with shiny inserts inserts inserts*Large main 
compartment*Zippered front pocket removes for easy embellishment*Adjustable detachable 
shoulder strap*Zippered end pockets*Writable inside handle wrapper 28 x 12 $textsizes6

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

1750 | SHINY TEXTURE SLING BAG
600-denier polyester with PVC coating and nylon oxford inserts. *Zippered main compartment 
with two zipper pulls and with accent contrasting fabric *Inside pocket for media with opening 
for earphones *Zippered pocket on shoulder strap *Cell phone pocket on shoulder strap *Black 
mesh pockets on sides *Black web handle at top, reinforced at stress points *Adjustable web 
straps at bottom for additional carrying capacity *Padded back for shoulder support and comfort 
with openings for stick *Zippered compartment on back *Adjustable padded shoulder strap 
*Adjustable web waist strap* 12 

1831 | TRI-COLOR BALL BACKPACK
600-denier polyester with PVC coating *Zippered main compartment with two zipper pulls *One 
angled white stripe on front sides *Contrast white piping trim *Front black mesh pleated pocket 
with elastic binding holds ball *Inside zippered pocket *Inside plastic key holder hook *Separate 
black mesh zippered pockets on each side *Black web handle at top reinforced at stress points 
*Padded back for support and comfort *Adjustable padded shoulder straps. 16 x 16 x 9

Sizes: OS

1702 | MEDIUM RIPSTOP DUFFEL BAG
600-denier polyester ripstop fabric with double PU coating * Bottom panel is 450-denier 
polyester with double PU coating * Zippered main compartment with two zipper pulls * Zippered 
front pocket * Black web handles with self-fabric handle wrapper reinforced at stress points * 
Adjustable and detachable shoulder strap * Plastic hardware. 24

Sizes: OS

625 | BOATER TOTE
11 ounce 100% cotton canvas* Front pocket* Extra long contrast color self-fabric handles 
reinforced at stress points* Contrast color double-ply bottom for reinforcement* 5-inch bottom 
gusset 191/2

Sizes: OS

125 | 12-PACK TWO-COLOR EXPANDABLE COOLER
210-denier nylon with PVC coating * Lined with embossed vinyl * Inner lining of insulating foam 
keeps items cold * Sealed seams to waterproof bag * Zippered main compartment with contrast 
black zipper * Front pocket * 12 can capacity * Black web handles with self-fabric handle wrapper, 
reinforced at stress points * Contrast black bottom. 14

Sizes: OS
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